We present a mechanical model to explain why most seismically active normal faults have dips much lower (30-60°) than expected from Anderson-Byerlee theory (60-65°). Our model builds on classic finite extension theory but incorporates rotation of the active fault plane as a response to the buildup of bending stresses with increasing extension. We postulate that fault plane rotation acts to minimize the amount of extensional work required to sustain slip on the fault. In an elastic layer, this assumption results in rapid rotation of the active fault plane from~60°down to 30-45°before fault heave has reached~50% of the faulted layer thickness. Commensurate but overall slower rotation occurs in faulted layers of finite strength. Fault rotation rates scale as the inverse of the faulted layer thickness, which is in quantitative agreement with 2-D geodynamic simulations that include an elastoplastic description of the lithosphere. We show that fault rotation promotes longer-lived fault extension compared to continued slip on a high-angle normal fault and discuss the implications of such a mechanism for fault evolution in continental rift systems and oceanic spreading centers.
Introduction
Normal faults are highly localized zones of brittle shear deformation that accommodate extension in the crust and lithosphere. Andersonian theory predicts that in an extensional system, normal faults will form with a dip angle of 60-65° [Anderson, 1951] , corresponding to a coefficient of friction of 0.6-0.85 common for most rock types [Byerlee, 1978] . However, this prediction is not consistent with fault dips inferred from focal mechanisms of normal-faulting earthquakes large enough to rupture a representative portion of the fault plane. The global distribution of active fault dips resembles a Gaussian distribution centered on 45°and limited to angles between 20°and 65° [Jackson and White, 1989; Thatcher and Hill, 1991; Collettini and Sibson, 2001; Yang and Chen, 2008] with a few notable outliers at very low [Abers, 1991; Abers et al., 1997] and very high [Yang and Chen, 2008] angles (Figure 1) . A similar pattern of fault dips is observed at the scale of individual rift systems [Jackson and White, 1989] .
One hypothesis to reconcile Andersonian theory with the observed distribution of fault dips is to assume a low coefficient of friction (< 0.3) associated with the presence of weak minerals (e.g., serpentine) [Escartin et al., 1997] in the fault zone. This could account for faults initiating at dips closer to 50°but would not allow dips lower than 45°in an Andersonian stress field where the principal stresses are horizontal and vertical. Alternatively, accumulated elastic stresses in the faulted layer could cause significant deviation of the principal stresses from the horizontal/vertical [Spencer and Chase, 1989] . Such elastic stresses could arise from uncompensated surface or Moho topography and/or shear from an underlying viscous layer. Another possibility is that intermediate-dipping normal faults initiate as the reactivation of thrust faults under an Andersonian, extensional state of stress. While it is mechanically easiest to reactivate fault planes dipping at 60°, it is not significantly more difficult to reactivate planes dipping in the 40-80°range [Collettini and Sibson, 2001] . Although reactivation may be an important process in some continental rifts, it clearly does not apply to oceanic spreading centers where faulting occurs in newly formed lithosphere. Further, each of these mechanisms requires a specific set of conditions that relaxes the assumptions of Andersonian theory. It is therefore unclear to what extent these processes (or any combination of them) would be reflected in the dip distribution at the scale of both global and individual rifts. It has also been suggested that the 45°mode of the dip distribution corresponds to the dip of pressure-insensitive ductile shear zones beneath the seismogenic layer into which faults root [Thatcher and Hill, 1991] . While this process may affect the dip distribution at all scales, it does not account for the spread of the distribution and is not well characterized from a mechanical perspective.
Another class of models that have been proposed to explain the observed distribution of fault dips argues that normal faults initiate at Andersonian angles of 60-65°but later rotate to shallower angles. One popular mechanism is a domino-style rotation of a set of parallel normal faults [Proffett, 1977; Jackson and White, 1989] down to a frictional lockup angle of~30° [Collettini and Sibson, 2001] at which slip is no longer permitted, and a new set of steep faults forms to accommodate extension. In an Andersonian state of stress, slip on faults dipping <30°is only possible when fluid pressure exceeds the horizontal tensile stress. Such high fluid pressure is difficult to envision in settings where tensional stress promotes high permeability and drained conditions, which could explain why the observed range of normal fault dips is largely greater than 30°. However, the domino model is purely geometric and does not predict rotation rates or account for the possibility that a fault could become inactive before it reaches the lockup angle.
An alternative model for fault rotation involves isostatic adjustment of the footwall in response to tectonic denudation through plastic flow, resulting in low-angle detachment surfaces exposed as metamorphic core complexes [Buck, 1988; Wernicke and Axen, 1988] . A similar explanation has been put forward to explain lowangle detachments (or oceanic core complexes) found at slow-and ultraslow-spreading mid-ocean ridges and has been termed the "rolling hinge" model [Buck, 1988; Lavier et al., 1999] . These models, which emphasize the effect of isostasy, are only valid for faults that have accommodated very large offsets (10-50 km) and explain the shallow dips of exposed fault surfaces rather than active fault planes. However, a recent numerical study of normal fault evolution [Behn and Ito, 2008] reported rotation of active fault planes from~55°down to~35°over less than 4 km of extension and prior to any rollover of the exhumed fault surface. More recently, Choi and Buck [2012] reported similar rotation in numerical simulations, which they attributed to flexural processes. They further proposed that flexural rotation of the active portion of detachment faults to shallower angles could lead to the formation of splay faults in the hanging wall, provided the detachment has retained sufficient strength. However, Choi and Buck [2012] did not investigate the physical mechanism by which flexure of the brittle layer leads to rotation of the active fault plane.
In this study, we present a simple mechanical framework for understanding rapid normal fault rotation after initiation at a high angle. We build on the classic finite extension theory of Forsyth [1992] and Buck [1993] and consider the effect of flexure on the optimal dip of a fault. Specifically, we derive the simplified energy budget of a growing fault and propose that fault rotation occurs in a way that systematically minimizes the external work required to sustain growth. We explore this hypothesis with a simple semianalytical model that first considers a purely elastic, infinitely strong faulted layer. This allows us to identify the key factors that control fault rotation kinematics and fault life span. We then incorporate a simplified treatment of plasticity in the semianalytical model to account for the finite strength of the lithosphere. In order to show that our simplified model captures the first-order physics of the system, we then compare our semianalytic results with more realistic 2-D geodynamic simulations of normal fault growth in an elastoplastic layer, which do not explicitly involve the assumption of "work minimization." Finally, we discuss applications of these models to fault evolution and the distribution of active fault dips in rift systems worldwide.
Work Minimization Model for Fault Rotation
Lithospheric flexure in response to slip on a normal fault has long been identified as a key mechanism to explain the topographical features of grabens and core complexes [e.g., Vening-Meinesz, 1950; Buck, 1988; King et al., 1988] . It is therefore expected that the associated buildup of flexural stresses should feedback and influence subsequent fault evolution. Forsyth [1992] showed that flexure of a faulted layer due to finite offset Yang and Chen [2008] ). Fault dips are inferred from focal mechanisms where local geology allows the nodal plane that likely corresponds to the rupture plane to be determined. Data from the compilation of Jackson and White [1989] and Collettini and Sibson [2001] , complemented by data from Abers et al. [1997] , Abers [1991] (low-dip end), and Yang and Chen [2008] (high-dip end).
on a normal fault acts to decrease its optimal dip (i.e., the dip that requires the least horizontal tension to keep the fault active) down to almost 30°after a few kilometers of extension. He showed that in order for a fault to remain active, horizontal tension must overcome frictional resistance as well as the buildup of topography and related flexural stresses. Forsyth [1992] proposed that faults would be abandoned when it becomes mechanically easier to break a new fault than to sustain slip on a preexisting fault. Using the assumption that fault dip does not change during growth, he concluded that only faults initiated at a shallow angle could accumulate large offsets because they would remain relatively close to their optimal dip during growth. This force balance model was later refined by Buck [1993] and Lavier et al. [2000] , who treated the faulted layer as an elastoplastic rather than purely elastic thin plate. This assumption led to the prediction that normal faults would stay active longer when the faulted layer is thinner, in agreement with geological observations [Lavier and Buck, 2002] . However, like Forsyth [1992] , these models did not explicitly consider the possibility that fault dip may readjust to the buildup of bending stresses, although the models of Lavier et al. [2000] did feature rotation of the shallowest portion of the active fault due to flexure. Here we present a mechanism by which flexural stresses could induce a rapid decrease in the dip of a growing fault and discuss its implications for fault life span. We propose that faults rotate in response to flexure of the footwall and hanging wall and do so in a manner that systematically minimizes the amount of work required to sustain slip on the fault.
Let us consider the energy balance on a growing normal fault, following the approach of Cooke and Murphy [2004] . We assume a fault of dip θ, which cuts through a layer of thickness H and accumulates a horizontal extension h (Figure 2 ). Far-field tensional forces supply mechanical work W EXT to the system. This work can be related to the average tensional stress (σ R ) by
In order to sustain slip on the fault, the external work must overcome the frictional resistance along the fault surface (W FRIC ) and supply mechanical energy for bending the hanging wall and footwall (W INT ). In addition, work may be done against gravity (W GRAV ) as the fault creates topography, energy may be spent breaking new fault surface (W PROP ), and some work may be dissipated in the form of earthquakes (W SEIS ).
Since topography is modeled as the flexural readjustment of rigid displacement across a fault under gravity (see below and Appendix A), the work required to generate and sustain topography is included in W INT , and we ignore all other sources of work done by or against gravity (W GRAV = 0). Further, we assume that extension is accommodated on a single normal fault and that no new fault surfaces are formed as long as the fault is actively slipping. We can therefore neglect the energy cost of breaking intact lithosphere (W PROP = 0). Lastly, the earthquake energy term (W SEIS ) integrates the drop in shear stress that occurs during each seismic rupture over many seismic cycles. This stress drop corresponds to a drop in fault strength that occurs when transitioning from static to dynamic friction. Overall, this term can be viewed as an intermittent dissipation of Figure 2 . Schematic setup of our semianalytical model for fault evolution in an elastic/pseudoplastic layer. A far-field tensional stress, σ R , drives extension along the fault (of heave h) and the associated deflection of the hanging wall and footwall blocks. The fault zone has a weak rheology characterized by a friction coefficient μ and cohesion C. Far from the fault, intact rocks (with μ 0 , C 0 ) deform elastically or plastically with an effective elastic thickness H eff . Slip on the fault ceases when σ R becomes sufficient to break a new fault in intact rock.
a portion of the fault's frictional energy. Here we consider only a continuously growing fault that slips aseismically and neglect W SEIS . We note, however, that if the fault grows by repeated earthquakes, its long-term averaged strength is perhaps best represented by its dynamic shear strength. This can be incorporated in our model by considering a lower friction coefficient in a continuously slipping fault.
The simplifying assumptions listed above yield the following work balance:
The frictional dissipation term is obtained by integrating shear stress multiplied by slip along the fault surface:
By considering average stresses through the faulted layer and uniformly distributed slip on the fault plane, we can write
where τ is shear stress, s is the fault offset (h/cosθ) and L is the fault length (H/sinθ). Slip on the fault is permitted as long as the Mohr-Coulomb criterion is met:
where μ is the coefficient of friction, σ n is normal stress on the fault surface, and C is cohesion. A summary of notations is provided in Table 1 . Assuming an Andersonian stress state and an average 
The frictional energy dissipated along the fault is therefore written
The second component of work in equation (2) corresponds to the internal strain energy stored in the faulted layer as the footwall and hanging wall are bent upward and downward, respectively. W INT is defined as the integral of stress multiplied by strain over the faulted layer:
To estimate W INT , we first treat the faulted layer as a thin elastic plate of thickness H with Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio ν, overlying an inviscid fluid half-space of the same density [Buck, 1988 [Buck, , 1993 Forsyth, 1992] (Figure 2 ). The density contrast between the layer and the overlying fluid (air or ocean) is Δρ. This simplifying assumption allows us to relate W INT to the deflection of the footwall and hanging wall blocks w(x):
where D is the flexural rigidity of the faulted layer,
The plate deflection resulting from slip on the fault is modeled by adding the contribution of (a) rigid motion of the hanging wall and footwall blocks along the fault and (b) flexure of the footwall and hanging wall blocks in response to gravity [Weissel and Karner, 1989] . If w * (x) denotes the topography resulting from step (a) alone, the deflection w(x) corresponding to step (b) can be calculated as the flexural response to the load exerted by w *(x). This is achieved by solving the thin plate equation,
The final topography resulting from steps (a) and (b) is simply w
. Details of the solution method are given in Appendix A. Specifically, we show that W INT can be written as
where α denotes the flexural wavelength of the faulted layer
and Ψ (y) is a dimensionless function described in Appendix A.
Combining equations (7) and (12), we now have an expression for the frictional and flexural work components as a function of fault heave and dip (see Appendix B for details and function definitions).
We then postulate that flexure acts to rotate the active fault plane such that the energy required to sustain extensional deformation is minimized. In other words, fault dip evolves to minimize the increase in tensional work (W EXT ) with increasing extension (Figure 3 ). In mathematical terms, fault dip can be determined for a given amount of extension by the constraint
In the framework of the Forsyth [1992] force balance model, this is equivalent to allowing faults to rotate toward their optimum dip angle. Combining equations (14) and (15) allows us to formulate a nonlinear differential equation that we solve with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (Appendix B). The initial fault dip, θ 0 , is assumed optimal with respect to an Andersonian stress field and therefore only depends on the coefficient of friction of the host rock:
The θ 0 is necessarily greater than 45°and is equal to~60°and~65°for μ 0 = 0.6 and 0.85, respectively ( Figure 1 ). We can then calculate fault dip as well as the various work terms as a function of increasing heave. The average horizontal tension that drives extension on the fault can also be obtained from equation (1):
A fault is abandoned when σ R becomes greater than σ R BREAK , the stress required to break a new fault in intact lithosphere (friction μ 0 , cohesion C 0 ) [Forsyth, 1992] :
In all our calculations, we assume a cohesionless active fault plane and focus on the effects of changing fault zone friction and faulted layer thickness.
Semianalytic Results for Fault Rotation

Elastic (Infinitely Strong) Faulted Layer
The work minimization hypothesis results in a rapid rotation of faults from steep to intermediate angles, which constitutes the lowest energy path for the system (Figure 3 ). The rotation rate (degrees per kilometer of horizontal offset) is fastest immediately after fault initiation and subsequently decreases ( Figure 4 ). For example, a fault with a friction coefficient of 0.6 cutting a 10 km thick elastic layer will rotate from 60°down to 45°over < 5 km of horizontal extension. Further rotation down to 40°occurs over the next~5 km of extension ( Figure 4a ). Greater density contrasts between the faulted layer and the overlying fluid layer, as well as stiffer elastic moduli, lead to faster rotation ( Figure 5a ) down to about 35°after 10 km of extension.
We find that the average fault rotation rate (measured between h = 0 and h = H/2) scales as the inverse of the faulted layer thickness (Figure 4b , "mean" line). Consequently, the total amount of rotation experienced by a fault depends directly on its heave normalized by the thickness of the faulted layer ( Figure 5 ). While the exact functional form of this dependence is not fully resolved here, it appears stronger than the sensitivity to the elastic parameters of the layer and to the density contrast with respect to the overlying fluid layer (Figure 5a ). Due to this effect, faults that cut and flex a 30 km thick brittle layer will never undergo rotation rates greater than 2°/km of heave and will therefore retain dips close to their initiation angles over a comparable amount of extension (Figure 4) . Further, although the friction coefficient assumed for the fault zone sets the initiation angle of the fault, it has very little influence on the total amount of rotation experienced after a given amount of extension (Figure 5b ). Low-friction faults may therefore reach angles as low as 20-25°but only because they initiated at a lower angle.
Fault rotation in response to the accumulation of flexural stresses naturally affects the force balance on the growing normal fault. Allowing faults to rotate toward their optimum dip limits the increase in horizontal tension σ R that would occur at a fixed dip (Figure 6a ). In some cases fault rotation ensures that σ R does not exceed the stress required to break a new fault in intact rock, thereby promoting unlimited fault growth. This effect dominates in thin brittle layers where fault rotation is rapid (Figure 6a , H = 5 km case). In a thicker layer, fault rotation is slower and stresses accumulate faster, leading to fault abandonment and the creation of a new fault after moderate amounts of extension (Figure 6a , H = 15 km case). By contrast, when fault rotation is ignored in the force balance calculation for an elastic plate, fault life span increases very slightly with brittle layer thickness [e.g., Shaw and Lin, 1996] .
Elastic/Pseudoplastic Faulted Layer
So far, we have only considered a purely elastic faulted layer in which tensional stresses can accumulate without limitation. A more realistic description of the lithosphere must involve a finite yield strength that acts as a maximum allowable stress and promotes diffuse plasticity that locally weakens the layer at large stress/ strains. Below we incorporate this mechanism into our semianalytical model in a highly simplified manner to qualitatively estimate its effect on fault rotation and life span.
We incorporate (pseudo) plasticity by replacing the true faulted layer thickness H by a lower effective elastic thickness H eff ≤ H in all the terms related to W INT . We use H eff in equations (10) and (13) to define an effective flexural rigidity D eff and an effective flexural wavelength α eff . These parameters act as a crude measure of the amount of distributed plastic deformation that effectively weakens the faulted layer. In reality H eff is spatially variable, and a direct function of plate curvature and the assumed yield strength envelop [Buck, 1988] . H eff will be smallest in the regions of highest curvature because these regions represent the areas that have accumulated the greatest flexural stresses. In low-curvature regions, H eff likely retains a value close to H. In our simplified approach, we use a single H eff value for the entire faulted layer, which represents an average effective thickness over a distance roughly equivalent to the (reduced) flexural wavelength of the plate. This approach clearly overestimates the amount of weakening due to plasticity, but it enables us to illustrate the first-order effects with the least amount of additional parameters.
The main effect of pseudoplasticity is to slow down fault rotation with respect to the elastic case. In a 10 km thick faulted layer with an effective elastic thickness of 5 km, a fault will only rotate down tõ 50°after 4 km of extension, as opposed to~45°in the purely elastic end-member (Figure 4a ). For a given value of H, reducing the ratio H eff /H leads to even slower rotation. This effect appears to hold over the entire range of H (Figure 4b) . For a given H eff /H, rotation rates in a pseudoplastic faulted layer scale as the inverse of the true layer thickness, which is the same as in the elastic end-member case.
Figures 6b and 6c illustrate the effect of pseudoplasticity on fault life span. In cases where faults are not allowed to rotate, a lower H eff /H promotes longer fault life span by limiting the buildup of tensional stresses. Interestingly, for a given H eff /H, fault life span appears almost insensitive to the true faulted layer thickness H. However, due to complex feedbacks between inelastic deformation and plate curvature, plastic weakening tends to be stronger in thinner (true thickness H) plates. In other words, H eff /H will achieve lower values in plates that have a smaller initial H [e.g., Buck, 1988] . This effect is likely responsible for the classic prediction of longer fault life span in thinner faulted layers [Buck, 1993; Lavier et al., 2000; Lavier and Buck, 2002; Behn and Ito, 2008] . In cases where faults are allowed to rotate (Figure 6c) , pseudoplasticity complements the effect of rotation in promoting even longer fault life span in thinner layers.
Our semianalytical approach makes important predictions for dip evolution and fault life span. It is, however, limited by underlying assumptions that include (1) the thin plate approximation for calculating W INT , (2) a simplified treatment of plasticity, and (3) the hypothesis that rotation acts to minimize the increase in W EXT . Therefore, to test validity of this approach, we compare our semianalytical results with more complex numerical simulations of normal fault growth based solely on conservation of mass and momentum, which do not incorporate any of the assumptions made thus far.
Numerical Models of Fault Rotation in an Elastoplastic Layer
In this section, we compare our semianalytical elastic results with numerical simulations of fault growth in an elastoplastic brittle layer. We solve for conservation of mass and momentum in a 2-D domain using the finite difference/particle-in-cell technique [Harlow and Welch, 1965] ; the brittle and asthenospheric layers have densities of 3300 kg m
À3
. To insure that flexure is not influenced by the model boundaries, the width of the box is set to 3 times the (elastic) flexural wavelength of the brittle layer (equation (13)). The height of the box is equal to 50% of its width. We pull on each side of the model domain at a half rate, U, and compensate the horizontal outflow of ocean and rock by imposing a matching inflow of material through the top and bottom boundaries, respectively. Shear tractions are set to zero on all boundaries.
The brittle layer behaves as an elastic-plastic solid while the other layers are effectively viscous. Elasticity is implemented following Moresi et al. [2003] . We impose a Maxwell viscoelastic rheology law in which the time derivative of the stress tensor is discretized with a backward finite difference scheme. This allows us to rewrite the rheological law as a simple viscous law with an effective viscosity that incorporates the elastic moduli and the time step chosen for the stress approximation (termed "computational time step" in Gerya [2010] ). The terms related to the stresses from the previous iteration then appear in the discretized momentum conservation equation. The computational time step is chosen such that the effective viscosity vanishes in the high-viscosity (η L ) brittle layer, allowing the terms related to past stresses to dominate the momentum equation rendering the layer effectively elastic.
Plastic failure follows the Mohr-Coulomb criterion (equation (5)) with a friction coefficient of 0.6. Strain localization is promoted by decreasing the cohesion (initially C 0 = 100 MPa) linearly with the accumulated plastic strain [Lavier et al., 2000] . The cohesion in intact material is C 0 = 100 MPa. We chose such a high value to promote longer fault life span (σ R BREAK is high), allowing us to follow the growth of a single fault over longer timescales before a new fault breaks, while still promoting diffuse plastic yielding in the footwall and hanging wall. Once a critical plastic strain corresponding to 250 m of fault offset is exceeded, cohesion is kept at a minimum value of 0.01 MPa. To initialize strain localization on a single normal fault at the beginning of each model run, we impose a rectangular "fault seed" of dip θ 0 (equation (16)) and width equal to 3 cell diagonals in the middle of the model domain. In this narrow region, plastic strain is set to the critical value and the cohesion is decreased accordingly. The grid resolution close to the fault is refined to about 500 × 500 m or less, which enables a mature fault width that is typically less than 2 km. A "healing" mechanism is implemented in the code to promote strain localization [Lavier et al., 2000] . This consists in reducing the accumulated plastic strain by a small amount at every time iteration. In regions of diffuse plastic yielding the Figure 7 . Schematic setup of our numerical models for fault evolution in an elastoplastic layer. The faulted layer is forced to be effectively elastic by setting the viscosity to be sufficiently large that the Maxwell timescale greatly exceeds the numerical time step chosen to integrate elastic stresses. Plasticity is implemented following a Mohr-Coulomb criterion. The fault is seeded at the first time iteration as a thin band of low-cohesion material dipping at the optimal initiation angle (equation (16)) and then allowed to evolve freely as strain localizes on this narrow shear band. See text for details.
accumulated strain and associated weakening heals within~10,000 years but keeps building up in regions of localized deformation (i.e., shear zones). Once all the extensional strain has effectively localized on the fault (which usually takes less than 4 time iterations), we measure the average fault dip as a function of fault heave by visually fitting a line to the region of greatest accumulated plastic strain. Fault heave is estimated as the horizontal distance between the bottom of the hanging wall trough and the top of the footwall shoulder.
We ran five simulations spanning brittle layer thicknesses of H = 2.5 to 15 km. In each simulation the fault rotated rapidly from its prescribed initiation angle (60°) down to angles as low as 35°at rates comparable to those inferred from the simple work minimization models (Figures 8 and 9 ). Flexural stresses build up in the footwall and hanging wall and quickly saturate at the yield stress ( Figure 8b ) resulting in diffuse yielding within about half a flexural wavelength from the fault. We fit the dip versus heave curves measured in each simulation between h = 0 and h = H/2 with a second-order polynomial and measured the average slope of the polynomial to determine a smooth estimate of the mean rotation rate (Figure 4b ). Our measurements are consistent with a rotation rate that is inversely proportional to faulted layer thickness as in the simple elastic and pseudoplastic model. In general, our numerically determined rotation rates tend to plot between the average rotation rates predicted for an infinitely strong layer and a pseudoplastic layer with H eff /H = 0.5.
Discussion
Work Minimization and Dip Evolution
The models presented in this study illustrate that normal faults rotate in response to the flexure they induce in the surrounding elastic or elastoplastic brittle layer. Complex numerical simulations yield results that are consistent with the assumption that the system evolves along the lowest possible energy path (Figure 3) . Consider a fault undergoing a finite amount of horizontal extension Δh. A. B. Figure 8 . Snapshots of (a) accumulated plastic strain and (b) horizontal deviatoric stress (σ xx ′) for various amounts of extension in numerical models of fault growth in a 10 km thick elastoplastic layer. Strain is highly localized into a < 2 km wide shear zone that represents the fault. The white line marks the brittle-ductile transition (base of the faulted layer).
The associated uplift and subsidence of the footwall and hanging wall will result in (a) accumulation of bending stresses and (b) a moment imbalance that promotes the rotation of the fault toward shallower angles. Growing the fault by Δh while allowing it to rotate by an angle Δθ will result in a smaller increase in fault throw than if the fault were to retain its initial dip. Smaller fault throw means less topographic load on the footwall and hanging wall blocks and therefore a smaller increase in bending work W INT that must be overcome by an increase in the external work W EXT . Rotating the fault by too large an amount, however, will increase the work done by frictional resistance W FRIC , which must also be overcome by W EXT . Therefore, we argue that Δθ adopts the value that optimally balances these two effects. From equation (17) we can see that minimizing the increase in W EXT is equivalent to minimizing the tensional stress σ R or the tensional force F R = H σ R required to sustain slip on the fault [e.g., Forsyth, 1992; Buck, 1993] . The first component of W EXT (first term in equation (14)) corresponds to the frictional resistance of the fault and is lowest when θ = θ 0 immediately after fault initiation (h = 0 + ). The second component, initially zero (second term in equation (14)), corresponds to the work done by bending the faulted layer and is a growing function of θ (Appendix B). The effect of this term is to shift the minimum in F R toward smaller dip angles with increasing extension (Figure 3 ).
We envision several physical mechanisms that can lead to rotation of the active fault plane. The most obvious one is passive advection of the fault in the displacement field induced by continuous flexural readjustment of the footwall and hanging wall blocks. It is unclear, however, whether this effect alone can explain the magnitude and kinetics of rotation observed in our numerical simulations. Another potential mechanism for rotation is that coseismic stress changes during a normal-faulting rupture may induce a net torque about a pivot located near the middle of the faulted layer [Dempsey et al., 2012] . In numerical simulations by Dempsey et al. [2012] , this torque led to finite rotation of the active fault plane over many seismic cycles at rates comparable to those found in this study. In our models we consider continuous slip on a weak fault as opposed to coseismic and interseismic phases. However, it is possible that a similar mechanism may be at play in our simulations, which can be regarded as an extremely slow "coseismic" deformation phase. A third potential mechanism for rotation involves continuous strain relocalization at progressively shallower angles within the narrow weak zone that surrounds a fault in our numerical models. In the Earth, this weak zone could correspond to damage areas that tend to form in the vicinity of faults [e.g., Collettini, 2011] . Strain relocalization could be driven by stress rotation due to bending of the footwall and hanging wall. We note that bending of the faulted layer is central to all the mechanisms discussed above, either in terms of displacement field or stress buildup.
We have found that the thickness of the faulted layer, H, exerts the strongest control on the kinematics of flexure-induced fault rotation. This is likely due to the fact that W FRIC scales more strongly with H (~H 2 ) than does W INT (~H 3/2 if h is small). We can therefore conclude that in thin layers (small H), the relative increase in
corresponding to an increase in fault heave Δh will be comparatively larger and more sensitive to a change in fault dip than in thicker layers. In other words, W EXT will be strongly dependent on the current fault dip if H is small, leading to a larger Δθ for a given Δh. As extension proceeds, topography grows and drives the accumulation of bending stresses. After large amounts of extension, the stress state of the faulted layer is primarily due to the flexure that has already occurred and becomes less and less sensitive to future changes in fault dip, especially when fault heave becomes comparable to the layer thickness. This effect leads to a progressive decrease in rotation rates that is seen both in the semianalytical and numerical models (Figures 4 and 9) . The semianalytical models best predict the results of the numerical simulations when fault heave is lower than half of the faulted layer thickness. This could indicate a limitation of the thin plate approximation when fault heave becomes comparable to plate thickness (Figure 9 ).
Rheologic Controls on Rotation Rate and Life Span of Normal Faults
The rotation rates we measured in the numerical models (with a realistic treatment of plasticity) agree well with those predicted by our semianalytic work minimization model. Specifically, they tend to plot between the infinitely strong layer (elastic) end-member and a pseudoplastic end-member where the effective elastic thickness is decreased to approximately half the true thickness throughout the layer (Figure 4b ). This is consistent with the fact that only a portion of the faulted layer yields in the numerical simulations. Indeed, nonrecoverable deformation accumulates preferentially in a distributed (i.e., nonlocalized manner) regions of high plate curvature [Bodine and Watts, 1979; Buck, 1988] .
The yield stress of the layer acts as an upper bound on the buildup of bending stresses and limits the increase of σ R [Buck, 1993] . Less rotation is therefore required to adjust to the flexural stresses, accounting for slower fault rotation in elastoplastic layers than in purely elastic layers. As fault heave approaches and exceeds H, the bending stress likely saturates over a large enough region that most of the subsequent deflection occurs through plastic flow. This phenomenon is thought to shape the domal morphology of exposed detachment surfaces by "rollover" [Buck, 1988; Lavier et al., 1999] . If the bending stresses surrounding the fault are fixed at the yield stress, then changes in fault dip will not strongly affect σ R and the fault will remain stuck at the dip it has reached through past elastoplastic flexure. The numerical simulations of Choi and Buck [2012] showed this kind of behavior when fault heave greatly exceeded H. Namely, they found that when the top of the active fault surface had rotated by~20°from its initiation angle, the fault had reached a near-steady state geometry. Choi and Buck [2012] were also able to resolve depth-dependent rotation of the fault zone, with little to no rotation occurring at the base of the fault. Our semianalytical model averages the lithostatic stress along a planar fault zone and thus cannot account for depth-dependent rotation. However, if one replaces H/2 by depth along the fault in the derivation of the semianalytical model, one would indeed expect faster fault rotation at shallower depths and the development of concave-down faults at very large offsets.
Fault rotation acts in the same manner as plasticity in limiting the increase in bending stresses during fault growth. Buck [1993] quantified the effect of plasticity alone and showed that the maximum flexural stress in an elastoplastic layer scales linearly with H. Specifically, he showed that a fault will grow indefinitely while retaining its dip if the layer is thin enough that σ R saturates at a value smaller than the stress needed to break a new fault (equation (18)). Lavier and Buck [2002] showed that rift zones dominated by long-lived normal faults (e.g., oceanic detachments or metamorphic core complexes) are generally associated with thinner lithosphere than rifts dominated by shorter-lived "half-graben" style faults. Incorporating our mechanism for fault rotation yields a similar prediction to that of a normal fault with constant dip in an extending elastoplastic layer, namely, in both cases infinite fault growth is permitted in thin enough lithosphere. However, the additional influence of fault rotation will allow sustained slip on normal faults formed in thicker lithosphere than would be permitted if fault dip remained fixed at high angle. This is consistent with previous numerical simulations of fault development at mid-ocean ridges by Behn and Ito [2008] , who found that a force balance model could only predict fault life span in an elastoplastic lithosphere if it incorporated the reduction in fault dip observed in their numerical simulations. This suggests that both the finite yield strength of the lithosphere and the flexural rotation mechanism presented here are important components to the physics of normal fault growth.
The brittle-ductile transition (BDT), which controls the thickness of the layer affected by faulting, is largely thermally controlled and has been inferred to correspond to temperatures of 400-600°C in the oceanic and upper continental crust [e.g., Hirth et al., 1998 ]. The depth, geometry, and evolution of the BDT result from a competition between heat advection in the solid flow field (underlying ductile flow, overlying brittle deformation, and associated uplift/subsidence) and heat conduction, which can be enhanced by hydrothermal processes [Phipps Morgan and Chen, 1993; Lavier and Buck, 2002] . For simplicity, the numerical simulations presented here do not account for temperature evolution and temperature-dependent rheology. Consequently, the distribution of brittle and ductile materials is solely controlled by advection in the fault-related velocity field. This corresponds to an end-member scenario in which heat conduction and hydrothermal circulation are inefficient at extracting heat from the base of the faulted layer, resulting in a sharp BDT that is offset by the fault. In this scenario the area of contact between the hanging wall and footwall blocks and the thickness of the rock column overlying the fault decreases with increasing fault offset (Figure 10a ). Alternatively, if hydrothermal cooling is efficient at extracting heat from the lithosphere, the BDT may remain relatively flat and not mimic the surface topography [e.g., Lavier and Buck, 2002] , which will in turn result in a smaller reduction in the area of contact during extension.
To investigate whether such changes in the morphology of the BDT will influence the kinematics of fault rotation, we ran numerical simulations of fault growth in elastoplastic lithosphere with a BDT that was forced to remain flat and at a fixed depth (Figure 10b ). These runs yielded very similar rotation kinematics to the reference runs presented in Figure 9 . The reason for this is twofold. First, bending of the brittle layer affects an area over which the layer thickness is largely unchanged (over a flexural wavelength α), but that is much larger than the zone immediately affected by the fault, making flexural rotation relatively insensitive to a net decrease in layer thickness close to the fault. Second, our model assumes the same density for the faulted layer and the underlying ductile asthenosphere. This means that gravitational deflection of the lithosphere is solely controlled by the density contrast at the surface/ seafloor and is insensitive to the geometry of the BDT. Introducing a buoyancy contrast along the BDT could introduce a restoring load that limits deflection and introduces asymmetry between the footwall and hanging wall [Weissel and Karner, 1989] , potentially affecting fault rotation.
It is generally thought that fault zones progressively weaken as they accumulate offset, due to effects such as progressive damage and/or precipitation of soft minerals. In our models the fault is systematically treated as a zone of very low cohesion (<< 1 MPa). The choice of a low fault zone cohesion, C, has little effect on the evolution of σ R , given that C << μρgH/2 in the expression of W FRIC (equation (7)). By contrast, cohesion of the unfaulted brittle material is critical in controlling when a new fault breaks and the previous fault is abandoned (equation (18)). Fault friction, however, has a very strong control on the initiation angle of normal faults (equation (16)). To estimate the extent to which the friction coefficient influences fault rotation, we calculated the dip evolution of low-friction faults using our semianalytical model. We found that fault friction had very little influence on rotation rates (Figure 5b ). This is consistent with our interpretation of rotation kinematics being controlled primarily by flexural processes. Fault friction does, however, control the range of angles that an active fault will reach because it controls the angle of fault initiation. If flexure of the brittle layer can account for~30°of fault rotation over a total extension of~H, then a low-friction fault may reach angles as low as 20°if it initiated at 50°(μ = 0.2). An important consequence of this result is that a seismically active normal fault dipping at an angle of 40°could either be a strong (μ = 0.6) fault that has accommodated a significant amount of extension (~30% of the faulted layer thickness) or a weak (μ < 0.3), young normal fault that has accommodated little offset (Figure 5b ). While the distinction may be straightforward in the field, it is not at all obvious when one only considers catalogs of normal-faulting earthquakes.
Implications for Extensional Rift Systems
We propose that the dip distribution of normal-faulting earthquakes (Figure 1 ) observed both globally and at individual rifts reflects a ubiquitous process of faults initiating at a steep angle (~60°) before rapidly rotating toward shallower dips and being abandoned in favor of a new steep fault. In the framework of our model, the 30-60°range is a reflection of the typical brittle layer thickness (≤~15 km) inferred in most extensional settings [e.g., Chen and Molnar, 1983] . Indeed, a 15 km brittle layer is thin enough to allow large amounts of rotation over the life span of the fault (Figure 6 ). If fault segments evolve in relative independence along the axis of a rift, then our model predicts that intermediate-to shallow-dipping faults should be more prevalent than steep faults, consistent with the high-angle tail in the global distribution (Figure 1 ). Of course, the extent to which the dip evolution of a single normal fault ( Figure 5 ) is reflected in the shape of the global earthquake dip distribution is not straightforward. It depends on (1) the distribution of heaves within a fault population, which reflects the relative timing of fault growth (e.g., sequential versus simultaneous) as well as the degree of along-axis fault interaction and (2) how earthquakes sample the true dip distribution. Indeed, Wernicke [1995] suggested that low-angle fault planes may be characterized by longer earthquake recurrence time and therefore be undersampled in global dip catalogs, thereby explaining the low-angle tail and bell shape of the distribution shown in Figure 1 .
Our model makes predictions for fault evolution, which can be tested with detailed regional studies of fault geometry and lithospheric rheology. For instance, our model predicts that strong faults (μ > 0.6), which initiate at a steep angle in a thick brittle layer (H > 25 km), will only remain active over a few kilometers of extension before they are abandoned in favor of a new fault. Over their short life span, these faults will not experience large rotations from their initiation angle. This is consistent with the steepest-dipping normal-faulting ruptures recorded in Mozambique (51-76°during the 2006 seismic sequence) [Yang and Chen, 2008] where the seismogenic layer thickness (~30 km) is notably thicker than is typical in most continental rifts [Chen and Molnar, 1983] . Our model suggests that similar steep (slowly rotating) faults should be prevalent in regions of high brittle layer thickness such as the Baikal Rift in central Asia [e.g., Watts and Burov, 2003] . Unfortunately, there is not a sufficiently complete record of normal-faulting tensor solutions in which the fault plane can be clearly identified to accurately sample the dip distribution in such settings. Future studies should focus on assembling such detailed catalogs on the regional scale in order to systematically constrain fault dip as a function of lithospheric thickness (e.g., seismogenic layer thickness, equivalent elastic thickness, and thermal models). As a first step in this direction, we compiled representative heat flow measurements for each region present in the global dip distribution shown in Figure 1 , using data from the global heat flow data set [Pollack et al., 1993] and the compilation used in Lavier and Buck [2002] . We treat conductive heat flow as a proxy for brittle layer thickness, with the expectation of greater heat flow in regions of thinner lithosphere. Figure 11 shows event dip plotted against regional heat flow. Events from Mozambique and the Baikal Rift plot at the high-dip/low-heat flow end. Events from the Woodlark Basin, which are to date the shallowest-dipping normal-faulting ruptures on record, plot on the high heat flux end, which is consistent with our results. Specifically, we expect that the lowest dip that a normal fault can reach should be smaller in thinner faulted layers. If this is the case, thorough regional compilations of unambiguous fault dips may help outline a minimum dip "envelop" on a plot of dip versus heat flow (or another proxy for H).
Another obvious step in testing the predictions of fault rotation made here are through detailed geologic studies using paleomagnetism, thermobarometry, and/or synkinematic sediment sequences to reconstruct the rotational and growth history of normal fault systems. In practice, comparing model predictions of dip versus heave with individual real-world faults is very challenging. This is mainly because measuring the total amount of extension accommodated by a fault is not straightforward, especially if surface processes alter or erase the geomorphological markers of finite extension (e.g., erosion of the uplifting footwall). An additional complication is that surface processes may influence the force balance on a growing normal fault, either by adding load (deposition of sediments on the subsiding hanging wall) and/or by removing/redistributing load through footwall erosion, which would feedback onto the topographic and bending stresses. In the numerical models of Choi and Buck [2012] , incorporating basin infill on the hanging wall side of a growing fault indeed results in faster and overall greater amounts of fault rotation. Quantifying the effect of such processes on the buildup of flexural stresses and the subsequent readjustment of normal faults is beyond the scope of this study but would constitute an interesting next step with potential implications for tectono-climatic interactions.
Finally, we emphasize that the models presented here are generally well suited for mid-ocean ridge settings. We have considered an end-member of rifting where a single normal fault dominates the strain field, which is often the case at asymmetric mid-ocean ridge segments where long-lived detachments accommodate most of the tectonic extension [Escartin et al., 2008] . Our model predicts that very large offset (h > H) detachment faults displaying flat, domal footwalls should dip at a relatively shallow angle (<45°) where they root at the ridge axis. The subsurface geometry of oceanic detachments is still a matter of debate, and to date the only direct constraint Figure 1 plotted against regional heat flow data [Pollack et al., 1993; Lavier and Buck, 2002] . Heat flow serves as a proxy for faulted layer thickness, with higher heat flow expected in regions of thinner brittle layers. The global distribution of fault dips is reported on the right side of the graph.
is from a single microseismicity study at the TAG segment of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge [DeMartin et al., 2007] . Their study argues for a shallow-dipping exhumed fault surface that roots into a steep (~70°) active fault. In the conceptual framework of our model, this would only be possible in an extremely weak elastoplastic lithosphere, where rollover of the footwall occurs through widespread plastic flow, and there is limited stress buildup to drive significant rotation of the active fault. Another possibility is that fault rotation is strongly depth dependent and leads to a concave-down fault that retained a steep dip at depth while its upper portion rotated by 20°or more.
It is noteworthy, however, that TAG does not feature a fully formed, corrugated oceanic core complex and has only accommodated about 4 km of horizontal extension between termination and breakaway. It is also unclear whether the steep cluster of seismicity observed at the axis is actually linked to the exhumed fault surface or whether it constitutes the initiation of a new fault at a high angle that marks the recent abandonment of the older TAG fault.
Additional studies of detachment microseismicity are needed to resolve the debate on active detachment roots, which has strong implications on the total amount of rotation recorded by exhumed lower crustal units in the footwall of oceanic core complexes. We propose that footwall rotation recorded by paleomagnetic tracers [e.g., Garcés and Gee, 2007; MacLeod et al., 2011] may record both rollover of the exhumed footwall [Buck, 1988; Lavier et al., 1999] and rotation of the active fault plane explored in this study. While these two components may be of similar magnitude, we expect rotation of the active fault plane to occur immediately after fault initiation and therefore to be recorded in units closest to the detachment breakaway.
Conclusion
We have showed that fault rotation in response to the evolving stress field associated with plate flexure provides a mechanism to explain the distribution of active normal fault dips observed globally and at the scale of individual rift systems. In our model, the fastest rotation rates occur immediately following fault initiation, and the average rotation rates scale as the inverse of the faulted layer thickness. Predicted fault dips span the entire 30-60°dip range documented in earthquake catalogs, except in cases where the faulted layer is > 25 km, in which case it rapidly becomes easier to initiate a new fault than to continue extension and rotation of the active fault. The predictions of our model can be tested through careful regional compilations of normal-faulting mechanisms where one of the two nodal planes can be clearly identified as the rupture plane. Such compilations should be complemented by independent estimates of the thickness of the faulted layer and more generally of the local strength profile of the lithosphere. Fault-induced flexure and topographic stresses are essential controls on fault dip, which must be considered alongside fault strength and faulted layer strength. Finally, the sensitivity of topographic and bending stresses to surface processes (e.g., erosion and deposition) opens a range of implications for the long-term evolution and short-term seismogenic behavior of normal fault systems.
A I ′ θ ð Þ ¼ 2 tan θ sec 2 θ (B9)
The graphical representation of Ψ ′(x) (estimated numerically) is shown in Figure A1b .
